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Abstract

In radiologists’ routine work, one major task is to read a medical image, e.g., a CT scan, find significant lesions, and describe them in the radiology report. In this paper, we study the lesion description or annotation problem. Given a lesion image, our aim is to predict a comprehensive set of relevant labels, such as the lesion’s body part, type, and attributes, which may assist downstream fine-grained diagnosis. To address this task, we first design a deep learning module to extract relevant semantic labels from the radiology reports associated with the lesion images. With the images and text-mined labels, we propose a lesion annotation network (LesaNet) based on a multilabel convolutional neural network (CNN) to learn all labels holistically. Hierarchical relations and mutually exclusive relations between the labels are leveraged to improve the label prediction accuracy. The relations are utilized in a label expansion strategy and a relational hard example mining algorithm. We also attach a simple score propagation layer on LesaNet to enhance recall and explore implicit relation between labels. Multilabel metric learning is combined with classification to enable interpretable prediction. We evaluated LesaNet on the public DeepLesion dataset, which contains over 32K diverse lesion images. Experiments show that LesaNet can precisely annotate the lesions using an ontology of 171 fine-grained labels with an average AUC of 0.9344.

1. Introduction

In recent years, there has been remarkable progress on computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) based on medical images, especially with the help of deep learning technologies [23, 36]. Lesion classification is one of the most important topics in CAD. Typical applications include using medical images to classify the type of liver lesions and lung tissues [10, 15, 36], to describe the fine-grained attributes of pulmonary nodules and breast masses [5, 30], and to predict their malignancy [6, 12]. However, existing studies on this topic usually focus on certain body parts (lung, breast, liver, etc.) and attempt to distinguish between a limited set of labels. Hence, many clinically meaningful lesion labels covering different body parts were not explored yet. Besides, in practice, multiple labels can be assigned per lesion and are often correlated.

In this paper, we tackle a more general and clinically useful problem to mimic radiologists. When an experienced radiologist reads a medical image such as a computed tomography (CT) scan, he or she can detect all kinds of lesions in various body parts, identify the lesions’ detailed information including its associated body part, type, and attributes, and finally link these labels to the predefined ontology. We aim to develop a new framework to predict these semantic labels.
labels holistically (jointly learning all labels), so as to go one step closer to the goal of “learning to read CT images”. In brief, we wish the computer to recognize where, what, and how the lesion is, helping the user comprehensively understand it. We call this task lesion annotation due to its analogy to the multilabel image annotation/tagging problem in general computer vision literature [49].

To learn to annotate lesions, a large-scale and diverse dataset of lesion images is needed. Existing lesion datasets [8, 34] are typically either too small or less diverse. Fortunately, the recently-released DeepLesion dataset [47, 48] has largely mitigated this limitation. It contains bounding-boxes of over 32K lesions from a variety of body parts on CT images. However, there are no fine-grained semantic labels given for each lesion in DeepLesion. Manual annotation is tedious, expensive, and not scalable, not to mention it requires experts with considerable domain knowledge. Inspired by recent studies [43, 41], we take an automatic data mining approach to extract labels from radiology reports. Reports contain rich but complex information about multiple findings in the medical image. In the course of interpreting a CT scan, a radiologist may manually annotate a lesion in the image, and place a hyperlink to the annotation (a “bookmark”) in the report. We first locate the sentence with bookmark in the report that refers to a lesion, then extract labels from the sentence. We defined a fine-grained ontology based on the RadLex lexicon [19]. This process is entirely data-driven and requires minimal manual effort, thus can be easily employed to build large datasets with rich vocabularies. Sample lesion image, sentence, and labels can be found in Fig. 1.

We propose a LESion AnNOTation NETwork (LesaNet) to predict semantic labels given a lesion image of interest. This lesion annotation task is treated as a multilabel image classification problem [49]. Despite extensive previous studies [11, 14, 16, 42, 21], our problem is particularly challenging due to several reasons: 1) Radiology reports are often in the format of free-text, so extracted labels can be noisy and incomplete [43]. 2) Some labels are difficult to distinguish or learn, e.g. adjacent body parts, similar types, and subtle attributes. 3) The labels are highly imbalanced and long-tailed. To tackle these challenges, we present the framework shown in Fig. 1. First, we reduce the noise in training labels by a text-mining module. The module analyzes the report to find the labels relevant to the lesion-of-interest. Second, we build an ontology which includes the hierarchical hyponymy and mutually exclusive relations between the labels. With the hierarchical relations, we apply a label expansion strategy to infer the missing parent labels. The exclusive relations are used in a relational hard example mining (RHEM) algorithm to help LesaNet learn hard cases and improve precision. Third, we also attach a simple score propagation layer to enhance recall, especially for rare labels. Finally, metric learning is incorporated in LesaNet to not only improve classification accuracy but also enable prediction interpretability.

The main contributions of this work includes the following: 1) We study the holistic lesion annotation problem and propose an automatic learning framework with minimum manual annotation effort; 2) An algorithm is proposed to text-mine relevant labels from radiology reports; 3) We present LesaNet, an effective lesion annotation algorithm that can also be adopted in other multilabel image classification problems; and 4) To leverage the ontology-based medical knowledge, we incorporate label relations in LesaNet.

2. Related Work

Medical image analysis with reports: Annotating medical images is tedious and requires considerable medical knowledge. To reduce manual annotation burden, some researchers leveraged the rich information contained in associated radiology reports. Disease-related labels have been mined from reports for classification and weakly-supervised localization on X-ray [43, 41] and CT images [35, 15]. This approach boosts the size of datasets and label sets. However, current studies can only extract image-level labels, which cannot be accurately mapped to specific lesions on the image. The DeepLesion dataset consists of lesions from a variety of body parts on CT images. It has been adopted to train algorithms for universal lesion detection [46], retrieval [48], segmentation and measurement [3, 40]. This paper will explore its usage on lesion-level semantic annotation. Another line of study directly generates reports according to the whole image [44, 50]. Although the generated reports may learn to focus on certain lesions on the image, it is difficult to assess the usability of generated reports. The key information in reports are the labels. If we can accurately predict the labels for each lesion on the image, the creation of high-quality (structured) reports would be straightforward.

Multilabel image classification: Multilabel image classification [49] is a long-standing topic that has been tackled from multiple angles. A direct idea is to treat each label independently and use a binary cross-entropy loss for each [43]. The pairwise ranking loss is applied in [45, 14, 21] to make the scores of positive labels larger than those of the negative ones for each sample. The CNN-RNN framework [42] uses a recurrent model to predict multiple labels one-by-one. It can implicitly model label dependency and avoid the score thresholding issue. In [11], deep metric learning and hard example mining are combined to deal with imbalanced labels.

Noisy and incomplete training labels often exist in datasets mined from the web [7], which is similar to our la-
labels mined from reports. Strategies to handle them include data filtering [18], noise-robust losses [31], noise modeling [25], finding reliable negative samples [20], and so on. We use a text-mining module to filter noisy positive labels and leverage label relation to find reliable negative labels. Label relations have been exploited by researchers to improve image classification. Novel loss functions were proposed in [9] for labels with hierarchical tree-like structures. In [24, 16], prediction scores of different labels are propagated between network layers whose structure is designed to capture label relations. We apply label expansion and RHEM strategies to use label relations explicitly, and at the same time employ a score propagation layer to learn them implicitly.

3. Label Mining and Ontology

3.1. Ontology Construction

We constructed our lesion ontology based on RadLex [19], a comprehensive lexicon for standardized indexing and retrieval of radiology information resources [26, 1]. The labels in our lesion ontology can be categorized into three classes: 1. **Body parts**, which include coarse-level body parts (e.g., chest, abdomen), organs (lung, lymph node), fine-grained organ parts (right lower lobe, pretracheal lymph node), and other body regions (porta hepatitis, paraspinal); 2. **Types**, which include general terms (nodule, mass) and more specific ones (adenoma, liver mass); and 3. **Attributes**, which describe the intensity, shape, size, etc., of the lesions (hypodense, spiculated, large).

The labels in the lesion ontology are organized in a hierarchical structure (Fig. 2). For example, a fine-grained body part (left lung) can be a part of a coarse-scale one (lung); a type (hemangioma) can be a sub-type of another one (neoplasm); and a type (lung nodule) can locate in a body part (lung). These relations form a directed graph instead of a tree, because one child (lung nodule) may have multiple parents (lung, nodule). Some labels are also mutually exclusive, meaning that the presence of one label signifies the absence of others (e.g., left and right lungs). However, in Fig. 2, chest and lymph node are not exclusive because they may physically overlap; lung nodule and ground-glass opacity are not exclusive either since they may coexist in one lesion. We hypothesize that if labels \( a \) and \( b \) are exclusive, any child of \( a \) and any child of \( b \) are also exclusive. This rule can help us in annotation of exclusive labels.

3.2. Relevant Label Extraction

After constructing the lesion ontology, we extracted labels from the associated radiology reports of DeepLesion [47]. In the reports, radiologists describe the lesions and sometimes insert hyperlinks, size measurements, or slice numbers (known as bookmarks) in the sentence to refer to the image of interest. In this work, we only used the sentences with bookmarks to text-mine labels associated with the lesions. First, we tokenized the sentence and lemmatized the words in the sentence using NLTK [2] to obtain their base forms. Then, we matched the named entity mentions in the preprocessed sentences and normalized them to labels based on their synonyms.

The bookmarked sentences often contain a complex mixture of information describing not only the bookmarked lesion but also other related lesions and unrelated things. A sample sentence is shown in Fig. 1, where the word “BOOKMARK” is the hyperlink of interest, while “OTHER_BMK” is the hyperlink for another lesion. There are 4 labels matched based on the ontology, namely large, nodule, right lower lobe, and right middle lobe. Among them, “right lower lobe” is irrelevant since it describes another lesion. In other examples, there are also uncertain labels such as “adenopathy or mass”. Since both the irrelevant and uncertain labels may bring noise to downstream training, we developed a text-mining module to distinguish them from relevant labels. Specifically, we reformulate it as a relation classification problem. Given a sentence with multiple labels and bookmarks, we aim to assign relevant labels to each bookmark from all label-bookmark pairs.

To achieve that, we propose to use a CNN model based on Peng et al. [28, 29]. The input of our model consists of two parts: the word sequence with mentioned labels and bookmarks, and the sentence embedding [4]. The model outputs a probability vector corresponding to the type of the relation between the label and the bookmark (irrelevant, uncertain, and relevant). Due to space limit, we refer readers to [29] for details about this algorithm.

4. Lesion Annotation Network (LesaNet)

Fig. 3 displays the framework of the proposed lesion annotation network (LesaNet). In this section, we introduce each component in detail.
4.1. Multiscale Multilabel CNN

The backbone of the network is VGG-16 [38] with batch normalization [17]. In our task, different labels may be best modeled by features at different levels. For instance, body parts require high-level contextual features while many attributes depict low-level details. Therefore, we use a multiscale feature representation similar to [48]. Region of interest pooling layers (RoIPool) [13] are used to pool the feature maps to $5 \times 5$ in each convolutional block. For conv1,2, conv2,2, and conv3,3, the RoI is the bounding-box of the lesion in the patch to focus on its details. For conv4,3 and conv5,3, the RoI is the entire patch to capture the context. Each pooled feature map is then projected to a 256D vector by a fully-connected layer (FC) and concatenated together. After another FC layer, the network outputs a score vector $s \in \mathbb{R}^C$, where $C$ is the number of labels. Because positive cases are sparse for most labels, we adopt a weighted cross-entropy (CE) loss [43] for each label as in Eq. 1, where $B$ is the number of lesion images in a mini-batch; $\sigma_{i,c} = \text{sigmoid}(s_{i,c})$ is the confidence of lesion $i$ having label $c$, whose ground-truth is $y_{i,c} \in \{0, 1\}$; the loss weights are $\beta_c = |P_c + N_c|/|2P_c|$, $\beta_c^0 = |P_c + N_c|/2N_c|$, where $P_c, N_c$ are the numbers of positive and negative cases of label $c$ in the training set, respectively.

$$L_{WCE} = \frac{1}{B} \sum_{i=1}^{B} \sum_{c=1}^{C} (\beta_c y_{i,c} \log \sigma_{i,c} + \beta_c^0 (1 - y_{i,c}) \log (1 - \sigma_{i,c})).$$

4.2. Leveraging Label Relations

Label expansion: Labels extracted from reports are not complete. The hierarchical label relations can help us infer the missing parent labels. If a child label is true, all its parents should also be true. In this way, we can find the labels “right lung”, “lung”, and “chest” in Fig. 3 based on the existing label “right mid lung” in both training and inference.

Relational hard example mining (RHEM): Label expansion cannot complete other missing labels if their children labels are not mentioned in the report. This problem occurs when radiologists did not describe every attribute of a lesion or omitted the fine-grained body part. Although it is hard to retrieve these missing positive labels, we can utilize the exclusive relations to find reliable negative labels. In other words, if the expanded labels of a lesion are reliably 1, then their exclusive labels should be reliably 0.

One challenge of our task is that some labels are difficult to learn. We hope the loss function to emphasize them automatically. Inspired by online hard example mining (OHEM) [37], we define the online difficulty of label $c$ of lesion $i$ as:

$$\delta_{i,c} = |\sigma_{i,c} - y_{i,c}|^\gamma,$$

where $\gamma > 0$ is a focusing hyper-parameter similar to the focal loss [22]. Higher $\gamma$ puts more focus on hard examples. Then, we sample $S$ lesion-label pairs according to $\delta$ in the minibatch, and compute their average CE loss. The higher $\delta_{i,c}$ is, the more times it will be sampled. Hence, the loss will automatically focus on hard lesion-label pairs. This stochastic sampling strategy works better in our experiments than the selection strategy in OHEM [37] and the reweighting one in focal loss [22]. An important note is that the sampling is only performed on reliable lesion-label pairs, so as to avoid treating missing positive labels as hard negatives. RHEM also works as a dynamic weighting mechanism for imbalanced labels, thus there is no need to impose weights [37] as the $\beta$ in Eq. 1. We combine the CE loss of RHEM with Eq. 1 instead of replacing it, since some labels have no exclusive counterparts and have to be learned from Eq. 1.

4.3. Score Propagation Layer

A score propagation layer (SPL) is attached at the end of LesaNet (Fig. 3). It is a simple FC layer that refines the predicted scores with a linear transformation matrix $W$, followed by a weighted CE loss (Eq. 1). $W$ is initialized with an identity matrix and can learn to capture the first-order correlation between labels. Although the hierarchical and exclusive label relations have been explicitly expressed by label expansion and RHEM, it is still useful to have SPL as it can enhance the scores of positively related labels and

---

Figure 3. The framework of LesaNet. The input is the lesion image patch and the final output are the refined scores $\mathbf{s}$. The expanded labels are used to train LesaNet and optimize the four losses. Modules in red are our main contributions.
suppress the scores of labels with negative correlation and clear separation. On the other side, some exclusive labels can be very similar in location and appearance, for instance, hemangioma and metastasis in liver. When SPL sees a high score of hemangioma, it will know that it may also be a metastasis since in some cases they are hard to distinguish. Therefore, SPL will actually increase the score for metastasis slightly instead of suppressing it. This mechanism is particularly beneficial to improve the recall of rare labels whose prediction scores are often low. This rationale distinguishes SPL from previous knowledge propagation methods [16] that enforce negative weights on exclusive labels, which led to a lower performance in our task. By observing the learned \( W \), we can also discover more label correlation and compare them with our prior knowledge.

### 4.4. Multilabel Triplet Loss

Interpretability is important for CAD tasks [32]. We expect the algorithm to provide evidence for its predictions. After classifying a lesion, it is desirable if LesaNet can show lesions in the database that have similar labels, which will help the user better understand its prediction as well as the lesion itself. This is a joint lesion annotation and retrieval problem. Lesion retrieval was studied in [48], but only 8 coarse-scale body part labels were used. In this paper, we use the comprehensive labels mined from reports to learn a feature embedding to model the similarity between lesions. As shown in Fig. 3, an FC layer is applied to project the multiscale features to a 256D vector, followed by a triplet loss [33]. To measure the similarity between two images with multiple labels, Zhao et al. [51] used the number of common positive labels as a criterion. However, we argue that each lesion may have a different number of labels, so the number of disjoint positive labels also matters. Suppose \( X \) and \( Y \) are the set of positive labels of lesions \( A \) and \( B \), we use the following similarity criterion:

\[
\text{sim}(A, B) = \frac{|X \cap Y|^2}{|X \cup Y|}. \tag{3}
\]

When training, we first randomly sample an anchor lesion \( A \) from the minibatch, and then find a similar lesion \( B \) from the minibatch so that \( \text{sim}(A, B) \geq \theta \), finally find a dissimilar lesion \( C \) so that \( \text{sim}(A, C) < \text{sim}(A, B) \). \( \theta \) is the similarity threshold. We sample \( T \) such triplets from the minibatch and calculate the triplet loss:

\[
L_{\text{triplet}} = \frac{1}{T} \sum_{t=1}^{T} \max(0, d(A, B) - d(A, C) + \mu), \tag{4}
\]

where \( d(A, B) \) is the L2 distance of the embeddings of \( A \) and \( B \), \( \mu \) is the margin. \( L_{\text{triplet}} \) makes lesions with similar label sets closer in the embedding space.

The final loss of LesaNet combines the four components:

\[
L = L_{\text{WCE}} + L_{\text{CE, RHEM}} + L_{\text{WCE, SPL}} + \lambda L_{\text{triplet}}. \tag{5}
\]

### 5. Experiments

#### 5.1. Dataset

From DeepLesion and its associated reports, we gathered 19,213 lesions with sentences as the training set, 1,852 as the validation set, and 1,759 as the test set. Each patient was assigned to one of the subsets only. The total number is smaller than DeepLesion because not all lesions have bookmarks in the reports. We extracted labels as per Sec. 3.2, then kept the labels occurring at least 10 times in the training set and 2 times in both the validation (val) and the test sets, resulting in a list of 171 unique labels. Among them, there are 115 body parts, 27 types, and 29 attributes. We extracted hierarchical label relations from RadLex followed by manual review and obtained 137 parent-child pairs. We further invited a radiologist to annotate mutually exclusive labels and obtained 4,461 exclusive pairs.

We manuallly annotated the label relevance (relevant / uncertain / irrelevant, Sec. 3.2) in the val and test sets with two expert radiologists’ verification. As a result, there are 4,648 relevant, 443 uncertain, and 1,167 irrelevant labels in the test set. The text-mining module was trained on the val set and applied on the training set. Then, labels predicted as relevant or uncertain in the training set were used to train LesaNet. LesaNet was evaluated on the relevant labels in the test set. Because the bookmarked sentences may not include all information about a lesion, there may be missing annotations in the test set when relying on sentences only. Hence, two radiologists further manually annotated 500 random lesions in the test set in a more comprehensive fashion. On average, there are 4.2 labels per lesion in the original test set, and 5.4 in the hand-labeled test set. An average of 1.2 labels are missing in each bookmarked sentence. We call the original test set the “text-mined test set” because the labels were mined from reports. The second hand-labeled test set is also used to evaluate LesaNet.

#### 5.2. Implementation Details

For each lesion, we cropped a 120mm² patch around it as the input of LesaNet. To encode 3D information, we used 3 neighboring slices to compose a 3-channel image. Other image preprocessing details are the same as [48]. For the weighted CE loss, we clamped the weights \( \beta \) to be at most \( 300 \) to ensure training stability. For RHEM, we set \( \gamma = 2 \) and \( S = 10^4 \). For the triplet loss, we empirically set \( \theta = 1, \mu = 0.1 \), and \( T = 5000 \). The triplet loss weight was \( \lambda = 5 \) since this loss is generally smaller than other loss terms. LesaNet was implemented using PyTorch [27] and trained from scratch. Lesions with at least one positive label were used in training. The batch size was 128. LesaNet was trained using stochastic gradient descent (SGD) with a learning rate of 0.01 for 10 epochs, then with 0.001 for 5 more epochs.
The AUCs in Table 2 demonstrate examples of our predictions. LesaNet accurately predicted the labels of many lesions. For example, in subplots (a) and (b), two fine-grained body parts (right hilum and pretracheal lymph nodes) were identified; in (c) and (d), a ground-glass opacity and a cavitory lung lesion; in (g) and (h), a hemangioma and a metastasis in liver. Some attributes were also predicted correctly, such as “calcified” in (e), “lobular” in (h), and “tiny” in (i). Errors can occur on some similar body parts and types. In (c), although “left lower lobe” has a high score, “left upper lung” was also predicted, since the two body parts are close. In (g), “metastasis” is a wrong prediction as it may be hard to be distinguished from hemangioma in certain cases. Some rare and/or variable labels were not learned very well, such as “conglomerate” and “necrosis” in (b). Please see the supplementary material for more results.

It is efficient to jointly learn all labels holistically. Furthermore, our experiments showed that it does not affect the accuracy of single labels. We conducted an experiment to train and test LesaNet on subsets of labels. For example, subset 1 consists of labels with more than 1000 occurrences in the training set ($n_{tr} > 1000$); Subset 2 contains labels with $n_{tr} > 500$. When trained on subset 2, we can test on both subsets 1 and 2 to see if the accuracy on subset 1 has degraded. The results are exhibited in Fig. 5. We can see that for the same test set, the F1 score did not change significantly as the number of training labels increased. Thus, with more data harvested, we may safely add more clinically meaningful labels into training. On the other hand, as more rare labels were added to the test set, the F1 became lower. Fine-grained body parts, types, and many attributes are rare. They are harder to learn due to the lack of training cases. Possible solutions include harvesting more data automatically [47] and using few-shot learning [39].

5.5. Ablation Study and Analysis

Score propagation layer: From the ablation study in Table 1, we find that removing SPL decreased the aver-
Table 1. Multilabel classification accuracy averaged across labels on two test sets. Bold results are the best ones. Red underlined results in the ablation studies are the worst ones, indicating the ablated strategy is the most important for the criterion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Text-mined test set</th>
<th>Hand-labeled test set</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AUC</td>
<td>Precision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiscale multilabel CNN</td>
<td>0.9048 &amp; 0.2738 &amp; 0.5224 &amp; 0.2823</td>
<td>0.9151 &amp; 0.3823 &amp; 0.5340 &amp; 0.3894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARP [14]</td>
<td>0.9250 &amp; 0.2441 &amp; 0.6202 &amp; 0.3017</td>
<td>0.9316 &amp; <strong>0.6677</strong> &amp; 0.3273 &amp; 0.3325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lesion embedding [48]</td>
<td>0.8933 &amp; 0.2290 &amp; 0.5767 &amp; 0.2610</td>
<td>0.9017 &amp; 0.3496 &amp; <strong>0.5776</strong> &amp; 0.3615</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LesaNet</td>
<td><strong>0.9344</strong> &amp; 0.3593 &amp; 0.5327 &amp; <strong>0.3423</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.9398</strong> &amp; 0.4737 &amp; 0.5274 &amp; <strong>0.4344</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/o score propagation layer</td>
<td>0.9275 &amp; <strong>0.3680</strong> &amp; <strong>0.4733</strong> &amp; 0.3233</td>
<td>0.9326 &amp; 0.4833 &amp; <strong>0.4965</strong> &amp; <strong>0.4092</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/o RHEM</td>
<td>0.9338 &amp; <strong>0.2963</strong> &amp; 0.5500 &amp; <strong>0.3178</strong></td>
<td>0.9374 &amp; <strong>0.4341</strong> &amp; 0.5327 &amp; 0.4303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/o label expansion</td>
<td>0.9148 &amp; 0.3523 &amp; 0.5104 &amp; 0.3270</td>
<td><strong>0.9236</strong> &amp; 0.4503 &amp; 0.5420 &amp; 0.4205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/o text-mining module</td>
<td>0.9334 &amp; 0.3365 &amp; 0.5350 &amp; 0.3324</td>
<td>0.9392 &amp; 0.4869 &amp; 0.5361 &amp; 0.4250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/o triplet loss</td>
<td>0.9312 &amp; 0.3201 &amp; 0.5394 &amp; 0.3274</td>
<td>0.9335 &amp; 0.4645 &amp; 0.5624 &amp; 0.4337</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4. Sample predicted labels with confidence scores on the text-mined test set. Green, red, and blue results correspond to TPs, FPs, and FNs (false negatives), respectively. Underlined labels are TPs with missing annotations, thus were treated as FPs during evaluation. Only the most fine-grained predictions are shown with their parents omitted for clarity.

age per-class recall by 3%. Among it, the recall of frequent labels ($n_{tr} > 1000$) only decreased 0.4%, showing that SPL is important for the recall of rare labels, at the cost of small precision loss. We further examined the learned transformation matrix $W$ in SPL, see Fig. 6 for an example. We can find that $W$ (liver, hemangioma) and $W$ (enhancing, hemangioma) are high. It means SPL discovered the fact that if a lesion is a hemangioma in DeepLesion, it is highly likely in the liver and enhancing, so SPL increased the scores for “liver” and “enhancing”. In turn, the scores of liver and enhancing also contributed positively to the final score of hemangioma (see Fig. 4 (g) for an example of hemangioma). Note that these relations were not explicitly defined in the ontology. The label “chest” is exclusive with “abdomen” and “liver”, so the learned weights between them are negative. As explained in Sec. 4.3, he-
Figure 5. Accuracy of training and testing LesaNet on different subsets of labels. Each curve corresponds to a test subset.

Figure 6. A part of the learned score propagation weights $W$. The weight in row $i$, column $j$ is $w_{ij}$, i.e., the refinement of label $i$'s score received from label $j$'s score. The final scores $\tilde{s} = Ws$.

malignant and metastasis in the liver are hard for the algorithm to distinguish, so SPL also learned positive weights between them. In the future, using our holistic and comprehensive prediction framework, we may try to incorporate more human knowledge into the model, such as “type $a$ locates in body part $b$ and has attribute $c$”, “type $d$ is similar to type $e$ except for attribute $f$”.

**Relational hard example mining:** RHEM, on the contrary to SPL, is crucial for improving the precision (Table 1), probably because it suppressed the scores of the reliable hard negative labels at the cost of mildly decreased recall. In RHEM, the hard negative labels of a lesion were selected from the exclusive labels of existing positive ground-truths. If we discard this “reliable” requirement and select negative labels from all labels that are not positive, the precision will increase 1.5% because we suppressed more negative labels, but the recall will decrease 4% since many suppressed negative labels are actually positive due to missing annotations.

**Label expansion:** Without it, the training set will lose 40% (parent) labels, thus the accuracy was not good.

**Text-mining module:** When this was not used, the overall accuracy dropped as the irrelevant training labels brought noises. However, the performance did not degrade substantially, showing that our model is able to tolerate noisy labels to a certain degree [18]. We also found training with the relevant + uncertain labels was better than using relevant labels only, which is because most uncertain labels are radiologists’ inferences that are very likely to be true, especially if we only consider the lesion’s appearance.

**Triplet loss:** The triplet loss also contributed to the classification accuracy slightly. The 256D embedding learned from the triplet loss can be used to retrieve similar lesions from the database given a query one. In Fig. 7, LesaNet not only predicted the labels of the query lesion correctly, but also retrieved lesions with the same labels, although their appearances are not identical. The retrieved lesions and reports can provide evidences to the predicted labels as well as help the user understand the query lesion.

More qualitative and quantitative results are presented in the supplementary material.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we studied the holistic lesion annotation problem, and proposed a framework to automatically learn clinically meaningful labels from radiology reports and label ontology. A lesion annotation network was proposed with effective strategies that can both improve the accuracy and bring insights and interpretations. Our future work may include harvesting more data to better learn rare and hard labels and trying to incorporate more human knowledge.
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